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Chairman John Jensen
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Boards Support Section
POB 115526
Juneau AK 99811-5526
RE: UCIDA Agenda Change Request and
Genetic Stock Composition of Sockeye Salmon in the Kodiak
Management Area
Dear Sir:
I was born in Kodiak and have lived here all my life. I started salmon fishing around the
Island with my parents (in a small wooden boat they built) in 1976 when I was 3 years old, I set
netted with my mother, seined with my father then later with my husband on a boat we bought
back in 1996. In 2004, a child and the need for healthcare forced me off the boat but my
husband still fishes our boat for salmon every summer every summer, seining from early June
until mid-September. My grandfather seined salmon in Kodiak. My 69 year old father still
seines for salmon as do my brother and my husband. My mother and sister set-net salmon on
the Westside of Kodiak island. The Kodiak salmon fishery is my family's life and by it we live or
die. This is no exaggeration but pure hard fact.
It's scary to think that my entire family's livelihood could be destroyed by a hasty and
unwarranted agenda change and the adoption of UCIDA's proposal. And its more frightening
still to think the Board of Fisheries could grant an agenda change that could quite honestly
destroy our lives without even a Kodiak representative on the Board to help explain our point
of-view. User groups from all over the state are represented, yet Kodiak, with the largest state
run fishery in Alaska, has no voice at the table during a time when a significant portion of the
islands salmon season could be legislated away with a single swipe of a pen. This is terribly
unfair! There is no new information here, there are no endangered stocks at risk, just another
allocative grab by the Cook Inlet crowd.
The whole study this move is based upon is a terribly flawed; it is a poorly timed
snapshot of a fishery that was conducted while conditions were anything but typical. The years
of 2015 and 2016 were anything but normal the "ocean blob" was followed by an El-Nino, with
bone dry and hot late summers and winter temperatures that barely touched freezing. I truly
don't feel the study represents a typical migratory conditions or patterns of fish. And if the
results of this study were proven true, what of it? The heart of the matter is that the State of

